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Abstract
The memory bandwidth demands of modern microprocessors require the use of a multi-ported cache to achieve peak performance.
However, multi-ported caches are costly to implement. In this paper we propose techniques for improving the bandwidth of a single
cache port by using additional buffering in the processor, and by
taking maximum advantage of a wider cache port. We evaluate
these techniques using realistic applications that include the operating system. Our techniques using a single-ported cache achieve
91% of the performance of a dual-ported cache.

1. Introduction
It is well known that microprocessor performance is improving at a
greater rate than the performance of the memory subsystem. One
of the microprocessor design techniques responsible for this increase in microprocessor performance is dynamic superscalar computer architectures. Dynamic superscalar processors exploit
instruction level parallelism and have large memory bandwidth demands. As the bandwidth of the memory subsystem has been increased to meet the demands of current processors, the single
processor cache port has become one of the main performance bottlenecks of the processor. To remove this bandwidth bottleneck,
current microprocessors have been built with dual-ported caches.
The two techniques for implementing multiple cache ports are to
duplicate the cache and to interleave the cache. Ideally, for a processor with a dual-ported cache, each cache port would operate independently, doubling the number of potential cache accesses.
However, these techniques may not attain the ideal performance of
a multiple-port cache. An example of duplicating the data cache is
implemented in the DEC Alpha 21164 [Gwen93]. DEC implements a dual-ported cache by maintaining identical copies of the
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data set in each cache. To keep both copies identical, all stores must
be sent to both cache ports simultaneously. Since stores can be
buffered and bypassed to allow loads to access the cache first, the
hope is that the constraint of a single store will not significantly degrade performance. The cost of this improvement is a doubling of
the die area of the primary data cache.
The second technique for implementing more than one cache port
uses multiple independently-addressed banks to build an interleaved cache [Sohi91]. The MIPS R10000 [MIPS94] implements
a two-way interleaved (banked) cache where all data references address either bank one or bank two. Splitting cache accesses into two
banks allows the two banks to be addressed independently. Given
the right cache access stream, this technique can double the bandwidth of the primary data cache. It is possible for bank conflicts to
reduce the performance of an interleaved cache. The cost of implementing an interleaved cache is an additional multiplexer between
the load/store unit and the cache ports.
Both the duplicate data cache and the interleaved data cache increase cache bandwidth by adding more cache ports. The problem
is that both methods have significant costs or drawbacks. In this paper we propose and evaluate techniques for improving the primary
cache bandwidth without extra cache ports. These techniques approach the performance improvement of multiple ports by using additional buffering in the processor, and by taking maximum
advantage of the bandwidth of a single cache port. We consider
four methods that build upon one another for increasing the cache
port bandwidth: load all (LA), load all wide (LAW), keep tags
(KT), and line buffer (LB). Load all increases cache bandwidth by
satisfying as many outstanding loads as possible when data is returned from the cache. Dynamic superscalar processors lend themselves well to the implementation of load all, because the load/store
unit can be implemented as a set of buffers that snoop on the data
returning from the cache. Load all wide builds upon load all by
widening the single cache port to increase cache bandwidth. Keep
tags improves upon load all by preventing an access to the cache
that will reference a cache line that has an outstanding miss. Preventing multiple misses to the same cache line frees the cache port
for accesses that may hit in the cache. Of course, this improvement

requires the use of a non-blocking or hit-under-miss cache
[Fark94]. Line buffer keeps the cache data inside the load/store
unit. This allows accesses to recently referenced data to be satisfied
from the line buffer instead of from the cache. Essentially, the line
buffer acts as a level-zero data cache.
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In this paper we show that the four methods described above significantly improve the performance of a dynamic superscalar processor with a non-blocking cache and one cache port. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows: The computer architecture used in
this investigation is described in section 2, and the experimental
methodology used to simulate the architecture described in section
2 is discussed in section 3. Section 4 contains the results characterizing the design space by simulating the interactions between different cache bandwidth optimizations. Section 5 presents the
conclusions drawn from the experimental results and the preceding
discussion.
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Figure 1: The load/store unit datapath.
cache access buffer, and the cache port is not in use, the load is sent
directly to the cache while the cache access buffer is being loaded;
this avoids a one cycle delay in the accessing of the data cache.
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2. Architectural Assumptions
This section describes the computer architecture that is used to simulate the results presented in this paper. The details of our dynamic
superscalar processor and memory model are presented below, followed by descriptions of possible implementations of the four proposed hardware enhancements: load all, load all wide, keep tags,
and line buffer.
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2.1. Processor and Memory Subsystem

2.2 Load Instruction Execution
To understand the implementation of the four proposed hardware
enhancements, we describe the execution path for a load instruction
within the processor’s load/store unit. The first step in the execution of a load instruction is to generate the effective address. After
the effective address has been calculated, dynamic memory disambiguation is performed in the store forwarding unit in parallel with
loading the cache access buffer, as shown in Figure 1. All loads in
the cache access buffer that are not dependent upon a store will access the cache in FIFO order. When the load is placed into the
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The processor used for this study is a four issue dynamic superscalar processor with R10000 instruction latencies and a 200 Mhz
clock rate [Gwen94, MIPS94]. Unlike the R10000, our processor
model has a 64 entry reorder buffer, and a 32 entry load/store buffer. To focus our attention on the performance of the memory subsystem, there are no restrictions on the type of instructions that can
be issued each cycle.
The memory subsystem consists of a separate primary instruction
and data cache, a unified secondary cache, and main memory. The
primary instruction cache is perfect and responds in a single cycle.
The primary data cache is a two-way-set-associative cache with 32
byte lines and a single cycle access time. The data cache is lockup-free, but the cache size is not fixed to allow us to investigate the
performance effects of various cache sizes. The second level cache
is a 4 Mbyte two-way-set-associative cache with 64 byte lines and
a ten cycle (50ns) access time. The four miss status handling registers (MSHR) [Fark94] implementing the lock-up-free cache are
located in the primary data cache to support misses for up to four
data cache lines. Main memory has a sixty cycle (300ns) access
time.
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Figure 2: A two-way-set-associative cache

2.3. Load All
The load all enhancement increases cache bandwidth by allowing
multiple loads to be satisfied by returning cache data in parallel.
Satisfying load instructions in parallel does not affect program correctness because dynamic memory disambiguation has already removed all loads that depend upon a store instruction that has not yet
been completed. Dynamic memory disambiguation is performed in
the store forwarding unit.
To satisfy a load instruction from the returning cache data, each
cache access buffer entry contains a comparator. The comparator
is used to compare the tag of the address of the cache access with
the tag of the buffered load instruction’s address in parallel with the
cache access. If the tags are equal, then the cache access buffer can
be filled with the returning data. In this way, one cache access can
satisfy multiple load instructions without increasing the cache access time.

2.4. Load All Wide
The load all enhancement can be further improved by widening the
processor’s cache port, increasing the number of loads that can be
satisfied with the returning data in parallel. To explain how the
widening of the cache port is implemented, the block diagram for a
two-way-set-associative cache is shown in Figure 2. In this figure,
the output of the cache is the cache block that the load references,
whereas the load all enhancement can handle as much as an entire
cache line returning from the cache. Figure 3 shows how Figure 2
would have to be modified so that the cache returns an entire line.
The decoding of the data portion of the cache is reduced, since the
output of the data section of the cache is now an entire line, instead
of one cache block. Note that increasing the size of the data returning from the cache will increase the number of sense amps needed
and therefore change the aspect ratio of the cache.
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Figure 4: The load all wide hardware enhancement.

To make use of an entire cache line, each cache access buffer entry
must now contain a multiplexer as well as a comparator as shown
in Figure 4. If the comparator detects that the tags are equal, then
the multiplexer is used to select the correct data block from the returning cache line. In this way, one cache access can satisfy multiple load instructions while only increasing the cache access time by
the delay of one multiplexer less the reduction in decoder time for
the cache to decode a larger data chunk.
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Figure 5: The keep tags hardware enhancement.
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Figure 3: A two-way-set-associative cache for load all
wide.

2.5. Keep Tags
The keep tags enhancement could be combined with the load all or
load all wide enhancement to reduce pressure of on cache port by
removing cache accesses that are sure to miss. These cache accesses are removed by adding a small tag buffer that contains the tags
of all outstanding data cache misses as shown in Figure 5. As each
load instruction is entered into the cache access buffer, the tags
stored in the tag buffer are checked against the address tag of the
returning load instruction. If there is a match, a bit is set in the
cache access buffer to prevent cache access by this load instruction.

Since the tag buffer logic is totally separate from the logic of the
cache access buffer, it should be possible to perform the tag compare in parallel with the loading of the cache access buffer. If the
cache access buffer contains no load waiting for cache access, the
returning load will still bypass to the cache as explained in section
2.3. Even if the load is to a cache line with an outstanding miss, bypassing to the cache will not degrade the performance of keep tags,
because the cache bandwidth used is not needed by any other loads.
The maximum number of tag buffer entries needed to hold the tags
of outstanding data cache misses is the number of MSHRs in the
data cache (four in this case), because the processor’s lock-up-free
cache can contain at most one outstanding cache line miss per
MSHR. Moreover, Farkas and Jouppi’s [Fark94] results suggest
that only a small tag buffer would be needed as there are unlikely to
be very many data cache misses outstanding to multiple cache lines
at one time. Note that if the MSHRs are implicitly or explicitly addressed and located in the load/store unit instead of in the data
cache, then the keep tags improvement is already implemented inside the MSHRs.

2.6. Line Buffer
When data is returned from the cache, load all satisfies all outstanding loads to that data, but does not buffer the data. The line buffer
improves upon the load all enhancement by retaining recently
fetched data in a buffer. This buffer is then used to satisfy loads that
hit in the buffer. Think of the line buffer as a small multi-ported ful-

ly-associative level-zero cache with a FIFO replacement policy. To
implement the line buffer, the address tag and data of the returning
cache access would be stored in the line buffer, replacing the oldest
entry, as shown in Figure 6.
While a load is being placed in the cache access buffer, the tags
stored in the line buffer are checked to see if the line buffer contains
the data requested by the load. If the requested data is found in the
line buffer, then the data is returned from the line buffer instead of
accessing the cache. If the cache access buffer contains no loads
ready to access the cache, the returning load will still access the
cache even if the line buffer contains the data, because these two
operations are performed in parallel. Accessing the cache in parallel when the requested data is already in the line buffer will not
cause a problem, because the returning data from the new cache access will be entered in the line buffer as usual.
Note that the line buffer only needs to be checked as the load instruction is placed into the cache access buffer, because any load
entries waiting in the cache access buffer will be completed by load
all. The line buffer is accessed by load instructions as they issue; to
be most effective, the line buffer must have as many ports as the
number of loads that can be issued in a single cycle. Our four-issue
processor has no issue restrictions so the line buffer in this model
must have four ports. Multi-porting the line buffer is much easier
than multi-porting the cache due to the small size of the line buffer.
When a store instruction addresses a cache line in the line buffer,
the line must be updated or invalidated. If this processor were used
as part of a multiprocessor, a cache line in the line buffer would
have to be invalidated when the corresponding line was invalidated
in the primary data cache to keep the cache coherent. The invalidation could be performed by snooping primary data cache invalidations so that the primary data cache and the line buffer are
invalidated in parallel. Note that both keep tags and line buffer require load all or load all wide; however, keep tags and line buffer
could be combined to implement a fifth option.
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Figure 6: Line buffer hardware enhancement.
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3. Simulation Methodology
This section describes the SimOS environment and how we use it
to simulate the data cache architectures described in the previous
section. We also discuss the simulation methods and benchmarks
used to produce the results presented in this study.

3.1. SimOS Environment
SimOS [Rose95b] is a complete machine simulation environment
containing models of all the hardware present on modern computer
systems including the CPU, memory subsystems, and I/O devices.
It can simulate the hardware with enough speed and detail to boot
and run a commercial Unix-based operating system, Silicon Graphics IRIX version 5.3, and arbitrary application programs that run on
IRIX. Although a full description of SimOS is beyond the scope of
this paper, we provide a brief description of the features of SimOS
most relevant to this study.
The use of a commercial operating system in SimOS provides great
flexibility in the programs and workloads used to evaluate the extensions proposed in this paper. From the large base of applications
that run on IRIX we chose programs from the standard benchmark
suite SPEC95 as well as large commercial applications including
relational database systems and CAD packages. Section 3.2 describes these workloads in detail.
A second useful feature of SimOS is a high speed simulation mode
that employs on-the-fly binary translation [Witc96] to allow workloads to run only a factor a 10 times slower than the workloads
would on the machine running the simulator. We use this high
speed mode to boot IRIX on the machine simulator and to start and
configure the workload to be studied. For the complex workloads,
this boot and setup phase required tens of billions of instructions,
making the fast simulator a necessity. With the fast mode we can
setup even the most complex workloads and ensure the workload is
past any startup transient conditions.
A third feature of SimOS is the checkpointing mechanism that allows the entire state of the simulation machine to be written to a set
of files. These checkpoints included the state of all registers, memory, and I/O devices of the simulated machine. This checkpoint can
then be restored into SimOS to start simulating from the point in the
execution at which the checkpoint was made. Each workload we
studied had a checkpoint from which all simulation studies started,
avoiding the time-consuming simulation of the IRIX boot and
workload start-up for every simulation run.
The actual studies of cache bandwidth enhancement were performed using the MXS [Benn95] CPU simulator. MXS is a detailed CPU simulator that simulates the machine model described in
section two. This CPU simulator models a dynamic superscalar
processor that supports multiple instruction issue, out-of-order execution, hardware branch prediction, and lock-up-free caches. The
simulator's operation is parameterized and can be configured to accurately model a variety of machines.
Due to the slow simulation speed of MXS (over 10,000 times slowdown) and the long running times of the workloads, it is infeasible
to run the entire workloads under MXS. For long running workloads we employed the sampling feature of SimOS that allows

switching between the slow but detailed MXS simulator and Mipsy,
a much faster simulator that contains a simple pipeline model. Since
Mipsy and MXS share the same cache simulation, it was possible
to switch between them with little overhead. Sampling allowed the
MXS simulator to “see” a much larger portion of the workload with
significantly less simulation time. Details of the sampling used varied depending on the workload characteristic and are described in
the following section.

be more than enough to fully exercise the internal structures of the
CPU. The dynamic switching between Mipsy and MXS results in
data being collected for 1/11th of the benchmark execution time.
Since Mipsy is so much faster than MXS this sampling allows for
the simulation of a larger portion of the benchmark with only a
small increase in simulation time.
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3.2. Benchmarks
The performance of nine realistic benchmarks are used to evaluate
the hardware enhancements that are proposed in section two. Table
1 shows that the nine benchmarks are made up of three integer
SPEC95 benchmarks, three floating point SPEC95 benchmarks,
and three multiprogramming applications. The newer SPEC95
benchmarks were chosen over SPEC92 benchmarks because they
stress the memory system much more than the SPEC92 benchmarks. The three SimOS benchmarks were chosen because they
represent realistic multiprogramming workloads from the areas of
programming, database transaction processing, and engineering
simulation. When detailed analysis of the benchmarks are required,
one benchmark from each of the three categories will be chosen to
present the results.

SPEC95 integer benchmarks
gcc

Builds SPARC code

li

LISP interpreter

compress

Compresses and decompresses file in memory

SPEC95 floating point benchmarks
tomcatv

Mesh-generation program

su2cor

Quantum physics; Monte Carlo simulation

apsi

Solves problems regarding temperature, wind,
velocity, and distribution of pollutants

SimOS multiprogramming benchmarks
pmake

Two compilation processes for 17 files

database

Sybase SQL server using bank/customer transaction processing modeled after the TPC-B
transaction processing benchmark [Gray93]

VCS

Simulates the FLASH MAGIC chip [Kusk94]
using the Chronologics VCS simulator

Table 1: The nine benchmarks.
During simulation, we dynamically switch between the CPU simulators MXS and Mipsy. For the SPEC95 benchmarks, a checkpoint
was taken 120 seconds into the execution of the simulated benchmarks. This represents about ten percent of the run-time of the
benchmarks, and is performed to remove any effects from initialization code contained in the benchmarks. In addition, Mipsy is run
for 100,000 cycles before MXS starts collecting statistics to avoid
most of the compulsory misses. After the checkpoint is restarted,
Mipsy and MXS run with a ratio of 100,000 cycles to 10,000 cycles
respectively, and the simulation is stopped when MXS has simulated one hundred million user instructions. Since Mipsy and MXS
share the same caches, running 10,000 instructions in MXS should
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Table 2: Execution time percentages plus percentages of
loads and stores in the instruction stream.
The only exceptions to this sampling procedure are the floating
point SPEC95 benchmarks. SimOS does not currently support dynamic switching for floating point benchmarks. Instead, the floating point benchmarks are run continuously for 100 million user
instructions in MXS. The simulating of a smaller portion of the
floating point benchmarks should not cause any problem because
floating point benchmarks tend to contain small inner loops that are
executed repeatedly with stable memory reference patterns.
Even though we are simulating for 100 Million user instructions,
each benchmark runs for a different amount of time based upon its
instructions per cycle (IPC) and the time spent in user mode, kernel
mode, and idle. The breakdown of execution time spent in Kernel,
User, and Idle for each benchmark is shown in Table 2. Idle is a
result of waiting for I/O, and applications like database spend a
large portion of their execution in this mode. Since the processor is
spinning in a tight loop in idle mode, the IPC for this mode could
skew the results for benchmarks with significant idle time. For this
reason, the IPC of the benchmarks during idle time are not factored
into our performance measurements.
It is interesting to note that the floating point benchmarks almost
never execute in kernel mode, while the integer benchmarks spend
up to ten percent of their execution time in kernel mode. If kernel
mode execution was not simulated for the gcc benchmark, ten percent of its execution time would not be recorded, possibly causing
an incorrect performance to be reported for gcc. In addition to improving the accuracy of simulation results for integer benchmarks,
the simulation of kernel mode, as well as user mode, allows the simulation of multiprogramming benchmarks which spend 9% to 18%
of their time in kernel mode.

4. Results
To characterize the performance of multi-ported caches and the per-
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Figure 7: Performance of gcc, tomcatv, and database for one to four ideal cache ports.
Primary data cache size is varied from 4 Kbytes to 1 Mbyte.
formance benefits of the proposed hardware enhancements we simulate these organizations with cache sizes varying from 4 Kbytes to
1 Mbyte. The results of these simulations will be showcased with
one benchmark from each of the three groups. Gcc, tomcatv, and
database will represent the integer SPEC95 benchmarks, the floating point SPEC95 benchmarks, and the multiprogramming benchmarks respectively. At the end of this paper, the simulation results
for all nine benchmarks with a 32 KByte data cache will be presented to summarize the performance of the proposed hardware enhancements. The simulation results provide us with the answer to
the following key questions. First, what is the effect of increasing
the number of cache ports on the performance of the benchmarks?
Second, how do the four enhancements improve performance on
the benchmark applications? Lastly, how does processor performance change as the number of entries in the line buffer is increased?

Figure 7 clearly shows that a dynamic superscalar processor with
two ideal cache ports produces a large performance improvement
over the same processor with one cache port. The increase in performance is due to the second cache port doubling the bandwidth
between the load/store unit and the cache. The purpose of the enhancements proposed in this paper is to increase the bandwidth of a
single cache port to achieve performance improvements.

4.2. Load All and Load All Wide
To evaluate the increase in processor performance due to the increase of effective cache port bandwidth by the hardware enhancements load all and load all wide, simulation results for gcc, tomcatv,
and database are shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 contains simulations
for one cache port (1CP), load all (LA), load all wide (LAW), and
two cache ports (2CP) for cache sizes of 4 KBytes to 1 Mbyte.
Keep tags wide (KTW) is also contained in this figure for discussion in the next subsection.

4.1. Multiple Cache Ports are Important
We have stated that the performance of the benchmarks used in this
study will increase with the number of cache ports. Figure 7 shows
the effect on performance of increasing the number of ideal cache
ports for: database, gcc, and tomcatv benchmarks. Notice that for
a 32 KByte primary data cache size, increasing the number of ideal
cache ports from one to two shows a 25% improvement in performance for gcc, a 27% improvement for tomcatv, and a 16% improvement for database. The average performance improvements
for an increase of two to three ideal cache ports is under 4%, and an
increase from three to four ideal cache ports improves performance
less than one percent.

Figure 8 shows that the increase in effective cache port bandwidth
due to load all does increase processor performance and is fairly independent of cache size. The load all technique improves cache
bandwidth by satisfying all loads waiting for the returning cache
data, independent of whether the data is returned from a hit or a
miss. This means that the performance gains due to load all are independent of miss rate, and therefore independent of cache size.
For the three benchmarks shown in Figure 8, load all increased processor performance by seven percent over a single unenhanced
cache port. When the width of the cache port is increased to a full
cache line of sixty-four bytes, the resulting processor performance
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Figure 8: Load all and keep tags performance for gcc, tomcatv, and database.
is ten percent greater than the same processor with an unenhanced
cache port. These results show that on average, the load all improvement achieves 40% of the performance increase of a dualported cache.
To give insight into how load all wide achieves an increase in processor performance, we present where within the load/store unit a
load instruction is satisfied. Tables 3, 4, and 5 contain these statistics for the benchmarks gcc, tomcatv, and database respectively.
The IPC and speedup for each configuration are also shown for
completeness. As expected, one hundred percent of all load instructions are satisfied by accessing the primary data cache through
a single-ported cache with no performance enhancements. With
load all, a large fraction of loads (12-34%) are satisfied without accessing the data cache port, freeing up the cache port for accesses
that might have had to wait multiple CPU cycles to access the data
cache.

4.3. Keep Tags
Figure 8 also includes a curve showing the processor performance
of keep tags wide (KTW) for the benchmarks gcc, tomcatv, and database. Keep tags wide does not perform well; showing only a very
small performance improvement. The performance of keep tags
wide as shown by this figure is representative of the performance
seen by keep tags (KT), line buffer with keep tags (L8KT), and line
buffer wide with keep tags (L8KTW). The poor performance of all
of the enhancements using keep tags is expected for the integer
benchmarks because they rarely have more than one miss outstanding [Fark94]. However, this was not expected for the three floating
point benchmarks with more than one miss outstanding for 25% of
the time for tomcatv, 34% for su2cor, but only 10% for apsi.

The only benchmarks with enough outstanding cache misses to
have the potential for keep tags to improve processor performance
are tomcatv and su2cor. The cache access patterns for tomcatv and
su2cor are shown in Table 6 along with the percentage of cycles
spent with no misses, one miss, and greater than one miss. From
Table 6, keep tags reduces the number of misses by only allowing
one outstanding miss per cache line. The sharp reduction in the percentage of two or more outstanding misses reveals that there are
rarely any outstanding misses to more than one cache line. This
means that there is little opportunity for keep tags to produce an improvement in performance.
Tomcatv’s performance does not improve with keep tags, while
su2cor’s performance increases by two percent. The obvious reason for this is that su2cor has more outstanding misses than tomcatv. The real reason is that when tomcatv misses, if there exists a
second miss to another cache line, the second miss tends to be the
next cache access, and is therefore already accessing the cache as
soon as possible.

4.4. Line Buffer
Figure 9 shows how line buffer and line buffer wide affect processor performance for gcc, tomcatv, and database. The increase in
processor performance due to line buffer is consistent over a wide
range of cache sizes for gcc and database, but not for tomcatv. The
processor performance for tomcatv with line buffer outperforms
tomcatv run on a dual-ported cache for small cache sizes. This happens because tomcatv’s data set does not fit into the first level data
cache for cache sizes under 32 KBytes. With cache sizes under 32
KBytes, the line buffer acts as an additional small multi-ported fully-associative level-zero cache.
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Table 4: Breakdown of where the load was satisfied for tomcatv.
Load All

Line Buffer

1CP
LAW

11.8%

L8W

7.1%

21.3%

Port 1

Port 2

2CP

82.8%

17.2%

3CP

78.4%

16.1%

5.5%

4CP

76.7%

15.1%

6.0%

2.2%

Table 5: Breakdown of where the load was satisfied for database.
Note that for Tables 4, 5, and 6 a 32 Kbyte primary data cache is used. The first column of the table represents which cache port
configuration was used. Both load all wide and line buffer wide are using a single cache port with a width of 32 bytes.

su2cor

tomcatv

From Tables 3, 4, and 5 we found that 12-34% of all loads are handled without accessing the cache port for load all wide. When line
buffer wide is added, not only are load instructions waiting for data
satisfied by load all, but future loads to the same cache line will be
satisfied by the line buffer until the cache line is replaced from the
buffer. This increases the total percentage of loads satisfied without
accessing the cache to 28-49%; thereby increasing processor performance by eleven percent for line buffer, and fifteen percent for
line buffer wide as compared to the same processor with an unenhanced single-ported cache. Note that to realize this performance
improvement, only eight entries were use for both line buffer (64
bytes) and line buffer wide (256 bytes).

Enhance
ment

No
Misses

1
Miss

>1
Miss

1CP

72

1

26

LAW

67

2

31

KTW

67

24

9

L8W

66

2

32

L8KTW

66

24

10

2CP

66

1

34

1CP

81

2

17

LAW

78

3

19

KTW

77

19

4

4.5. Changes in Buffer Size

L8W

76

3

21

L8KTW

76

20

4

2CP

74

1

25

Up to this point, all of the simulations for line buffer have focused
on an eight entry line buffer. Figure 10 shows how performance increases with the number of entries in the line buffer for the benchmarks gcc, tomcatv, and database with a 32 Kbyte primary data
cache. Note that for database, tomcatv, and gcc, line buffer wide
with eight entries is past the knee of the performance curve. For
line buffer, processor performance is still linearly increasing be-

Table 6: Percentage of misses outstanding in a given
cycle for the benchmarks su2cor and tomcatv.

1CP

L8

L8W

2CP

2

IPC

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

gcc

tomcatv

1M

512K

256K

128K

64K

32K

8K

16K

4K

1M

512K

256K

128K

64K

32K

8K

16K

4K

1M

512K

256K

128K

64K

32K

8K

16K

4K

1

database

Figure 9: Line buffer performance.

2

tomcatv.W

tomcatv

gcc.W

gcc

database.W

database

1.9

cache ports (2CP) as opposed to one cache port with: no improvements (1CP), load all (LA), load all wide (LAW), line buffer with
eight entries (L8), and line buffer wide with eight entries (L8W).
Since section 4.5 shows that processor performance is still increasing when line buffer is increased to thirty-two entries, the results for
line buffer with thirty-two entries (L32) has also been included.
Keep tags was not included in Figure 10 because keep tags and keep
tags wide produced less than a one percent processor performance
gain when applied to load all and line buffer.

IPC

1.8
The results presented in Figure 11 show that a processor with a single-ported cache will gain 8% in performance when load all is added, and 10% when using load all wide. The least gain in
performance with load all was the benchmark compress with only
a one percent gain, while the best increase in processor performance
was achieved by tomcatv. The average performance improvement
with two ideal cache ports is 25%. These results show that on average, the load all wide improvement achieves 40% of the performance increase of a dual-ported cache.

1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3

4.6. Performance Summary for All Nine Benchmarks

The addition of an eight entry line buffer (64 bytes) produces an average processor performance improvement of 11% over a processor
with an unenhanced single-ported cache. When line buffer wide is
used, the performance improvement increases to 14%. For line
buffer, the database benchmark shows the least improvement in
performance, while tomcatv once again achieves the most benefit
from line buffer and line buffer wide.

We have presented detailed performance data on the enhancements
gcc, tomcatv, and database. Figure 11 summarizes the results for
all nine benchmarks with a 32 KByte primary data cache. The bar
graph in Figure 11 includes processor performance for two ideal

The performance of line buffer (cache port width of eight bytes) can
be increased to equal the performance of line buffer wide (cache
port width of 32 bytes) by increasing the number of entries in the

0

5
10
15
20
25
30
Number of Entries in the Line Buffer
Figure 10: Impact of changing line buffer size.
tween eight entries and thirty-two entries.

LA

LAW

L8

L32

2CP

1.72
1.78
1.75
1.82
1.83
1.88
1.48

1.52

1.66
1.31
1.35
1.37
1.37
1.38
1.4

1.46
1.49
1.51
1.55
1.55

1.54
1.61
1.64
1.7
1.71
1.72

1.92

2.17
2.11

2
2.01
2.07
1.74

1.68

1.26

1.40

1.42
1.43
1.44
1.52
1.56
1.55

1.69
1.48
1.51
1.49
1.55
1.55
1.38

1.63
1.66
1.72
1.75
1.81
1.82

1.87
1.61
1.64
1.66
1.71
1.71

1.80
1.49

IPC

2.00

1.69
1.74
1.78
1.79
1.83
1.84

2.08

2.20

2.10

2.40

1.60

L8W

2.33

1CP

1.20

tomcatv

gcc

sybase

apsi

su2cor

compress

li

pmake

vcs

average

1.00

Figure 11: Benchmark performance with a 32 KByte data cache.
line buffer to thirty-two. Increasing the number of entries to thirtytwo makes the two buffers equal in size. The extra associativity of
the 32 by 8 byte buffer makes up for the extra prefetching available
in an 8 by 32 byte buffer.

DABT63-94-C-0054.

5. Conclusion

[Benn95] James Bennett and Mike Flynn, "Performance Factors for Superscalar Processors", Technical Report CSL-TR-95-661, Computer Systems Laboratory, Stanford
University, Feb. 1995.

In this study we have proposed the load all, keep tags, and line buffer techniques for improving primary data cache bandwidth. We
have evaluated these techniques with simulations that include operating system references for nine realistic benchmarks with primary
data cache sizes varying from 4 Kbytes to 1 Mbytes. Our results
show that load all wide can increase the performance of a four issue
superscalar dynamic processor with only one cache port by an average of 10%, and the addition of a wide eight entry line buffer improves processor performance by 14%. Furthermore, the line
buffer’s performance is equivalent to 91% of the performance of an
ideal dual-ported cache, and in the case of tomcatv, the line buffer
technique performs almost as well as the dual-ported cache. A line
buffer with as few as eight entries can capture a large percentage of
the performance improvement possible from the line buffer enhancement. The only disappointment is the keep tags hardware enhancement. Keeping track of the tags of outstanding misses to the
data cache produces at most a two percent increase in processor performance, and on average improves processor performance by less
than one percent.
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